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1000 Sticker Books is a new series of action-packed sticker activity books that mix photographic

images with beautiful illustrations.Â  1000 Stickers for Girls includes all things cute and sparkly, with

sticker activities looking at beautiful fairies, princesses, mermaids, cute animals, garden flowers and

creatures!Â  This book contains over 1,000 stickers and a variety of fun sticker activities.
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This is not just a book of stickers. It is a fill in the blank sticker activity book. The stickers are on

purpose for specific pages. Your older pre-K kids will love it.

Ordered this for my 18 mo y/o daughter, and the boys version for 3 y/o son. Their are plenty of

stickers, and lots of pages to stick them to. However, I was disappointed that the girls book is super

girly (think princess), with sections on princesses, decorating, pets, dolls and very short birds &

ocean sections), with not a lot of thought-provoking, imaginative, or active scenarios. The boys,

however, was much better(space,dinosaurs,oceans,outdoor activities,vehicles,sports), super active

and thought-provoking. Needless to say, my daughter prefers the boy book. On a good note, both

books have lasted about a year, and the kids are still interested. We use them to stick other stickers

into and make up our own scenarios.



I bought this book to have a whole bunch of stickers for potty training my daughter. They are really

really tiny and she can't unstick them with her chubby little fingers. But still, for an older kid-

probably would be fun, I wasn't going to do any activities in the book with her, I just wanted stickers.

Not what I expected. A lot of the stickers were small and boring. I was hoping the book would be

more interactive - like having to stick the stickers on a page and make a scene of stickers.

Unfortunately it was not. My daughter who is 6 liked the book, but only used it a short time and put it

in the stack of books that are not used anymore.

There are 2 versions...Girls and Boys. i would encourage you to buy both versions regardless if you

have girls or boys. They will enjoy both of them. There are different sized stickers and yes some are

small but there are larger stickers and medium and every size in between. There are extra sticker

sheets as well. I also have the National Geographic sticker book which are very similar to these and

my kids have all of those. I pull out the sticker sheets as they are held by string (they will not fall

apart) and then i cut the sections up. They have clearly marked sticker sections with the page

numbers they are used for. I highlight the instructions and give them the sticker sections needed for

each page. i found this to be easier for me and for my kids. They dont have to flip back and forth for

stickers....my youngest daughter is almost four and she would have a difficult time with that. It also

keeps them from using the wrong stickers. Some pages may not have sticker sections or only have

a few stickers to place. I usually go to the extra stickers and give them some to use on those pages.

So an astronaut from the boys book is covered in flowers from the girls book. They love that!!! Get

both!!

I purchased this sticker book for a friend's daughter's 6th Birthday (along with some other things)

And we did check it out a little bit before we wrapped it up.-Age range is 3-7 years old.-Paperback

book.-1000 stickers.-It has nice bright colorful pages in it. (See images)-All the stickers for that

activities are in the back.-It has 40 pages.This is an all around great sticker/activity book for younger

girls. They'll love this book no matter what and there is 1000 reason why... STICKERS!!! What little

girl doesn't like stickers?My daughters birthday is coming up soon and I'm considering getting one

for her also, the girls could do the activities together.As someone who always likes reading reviews

before making any online purchases, I just want to do my part by giving my personal experience

and opinions on products in order to help you make a more informed purchase.I hope my review

was somehow helpful to you.If so, please let me know by clicking below. -Thanks!!



My 7 year old daughter loves this book. It keeps her busy for quite some time. I may have to

purchase another one for my 4 year old. She loves to watch her play with this book. She is so

fasinated by all the stickers and activities. It is also a very girly book. We love it.

I thought this was a book of stickers. It is a sticker book. I didn't want an activity book. I wanted

STICKERS. This an activity book with lots of little stickers in the back. If you want an activity book

with stickers, this is perfect for you! If you only want stickers, don't buy this.
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